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SYMBOLS

English Nomenclature

a, b plate streamwise and spanwise lengths (or length and width)
c, c0, speed of sound in disturbed and undisturbed flow
ab, b,, C# generalized coordinates in x, y, and z directions

CVD viscous damping coefficient

D1 , D orthotropic and isotropic plate bending stiffness

D,• orthotropic plate shear stiffness

Eg, Ey, EK, E orthotropic and isotropic Young's moduli
E= E / E, ratio of in-plane orthotropic moduli
G•, GrQ, QG, G orthotropic and isotropic shear moduli

h plate thickness

K., K•, Ky, Ky curvature in n, x, y, and xy directions

L=T-U Lagrangian

M Mach number

m,= p, h plate mass per unit area

M.a, mX, my slope in n, x, and y directions
Na N�a applied in-plane loads in x and y directions

Q:g generalized nonconservative forces

T kinetic energy

t time

U elastic energy

U. freestream velocity

u, v in-plane displacements in x and y directions

w transverse displacement

x, y, z spacial coordinates

zP (x, y) initial plate shape function

Greek Nomenclature

a.., %, c:, It orthotropic and isotropic coefficients of thermal expansion

P = (M 2 
- 1)1 /2 compressibility correction factor

a•, Pi in-plane modal functions in x and y directions

y .y, y X shear strains
AT, A.Ps static temperature and pressure differentials
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EX, eyjE normal strain in x, y, and z directions

X nondimensional dynamic pressure

nondimensional mass ratio

v., v., v., v orthotropic and isotropic Poisson's ratios

p., pP flow and plate mass densities

a1 , cr, a: normal stress in x, y, and z directions

T nondimensional time

"tY, Ty-, TI shear stresses

q4,, I transverse modal functions in x and y directions
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SUMMARY

The equations of motion of a constant thickness, rectangular panel subject to external
static loads and unsteady supersonic aerodynamic forces is derived. Both isotropic and
orthotropic panels are examined. The static loads come from in-plane forces, a temperature
differential, and a pressure differential. The equations allow for slight initial curvature due to
manufacturing imperfections. The equations are derived using a nonlinear strain-displacement
relationship which permits both linear and nonlinear panel response studies. First ord~r piston
theory predicts the unsteady aerodynamic forces due to the supersonic flow over the upper
surface.
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SECTION I

Introduction

The equations of motion for a panel are required to predict its response to various
external loading conditions. The type of analysis to be performed is dependent upon the
applied loading conditions. Some of the possible loads include in- and out-of-plane force
distributions and temperature and pressure differentials. The equations developed here will
allow for any combination of these loads.

The equations will be used in a panel flutter analysis in which the panel may be subject
to all these loads simultaneously. The in-plane loads are assumed constant along a side. The
temperature of both the panel and its supports/boundaries are assumed different and time
independent. An applied static pressure differential exists between the upper and lower
surfaces of the panel. And finally, a fluid flows over the upper surface of the panel at
supersonic speeds (3 < M < 5) which induces unsteady aerodynamic forces on the panel. The
aerodynamic forces are superimposed on the static pressure differential. Structural damping
is included to model the energy absorption characteristics of the panel.

The equations of motion are derived for both isotropic and orthotropic panels. Portions
of the isotropic equations have been derived in other documented efforts. The isotropic
equations were derived in Reference 12 without the applied static loads, initial panel shape, and
structural damping. That report stemmed from research performed by the second author and
published in Reference 4 which included the initial panel shape and thermal loads. This and
future efforts will extend and validate their research.

In Section II, the orthotropic constitutive relations are presented and the strain-
displacement relations are derived. These relations are used in the development of the
nonlinear equations of motion for parels with slight initial curvature. The nonlinearity is
introduced in the relationships between strain and plate deformation which are summarized at
the end of Section II.

Section III develops the equations of motion for an orthotropic panel subject to some
unspecified nonconservative forces. The strain-displacement and constitutive relations from
the previous section are used to define the total strain and bending energies in the panel.
Rayleigh-Ritz approximate modes are substituted into the energy expressions which are then
nondimensionalized. The nondimensional energy expressions are substituted into a
nondimensional form of Lagrange's equation which yields an equation of motion in each
coordinate direction.

The isotropic equations of motion are quickly summarized in Section IV following the
orthotropic development in Section 111.

A brief discussion of some possible transverse acting nonconservative forces is provided
in Section V. Here first order piston theory aerodynamics are combined with a static pressure
differential and a structural damping model to form the nonconservative forces acting on the
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panel. Other aerodynamic theories and structural damping models could be substituted in their
place. Transverse forces, other than those specified, also could be incorporated here.

Section VI presents a derivation of piston theory starting from the conservation of
momentum and mass equations. The assumptions made in deriving the theory and its
limitations are stated. First, second, and third order piston theory expressions are derived by
expanding the large amplitude simple wave pressure relation. A fourth piston theory
expression is stated that expands the range for which piston theory can be applied.
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SECTION 11

Stress/Strain/Displacement Relations

The stress-strain and strain-displacement relations are required to derive the equations of
motion of a vibrating plate. The four basic assumptions in this section are: (1) the material is
orthotropic with its principle axes aligned with the coordinated system, (2) the plate
",,eformations do not exceed the proportional limits, (3) sections that are plane and
perpendicular to the median plane prior to loading remain so after loading, and (4) the material
properties are independent of temperature.

The constitutive relationship for an orthotropic material in a three dimensional stress state
[Ref. 6] is

-vXY -v 0 0 0

E. E. E.
-vXy 1 -vY 0 0 0

EE Eý Ea

y -v -vX 1 0 0 0 y

Y'z 0 0 0 Gy, 0 0 TxZ

0 0 0 0 10

Gy.Y

A thermal strain develops within the material when a uniform temperature differential
exists between one point of the material and another (or between the panel and its boundaries).
The thermal strain is proportional to the coefficient of thermal expansion for the material and
the temperature differential.

e. = cj.AT (2)

where j = x, y, and z. These thermal strains are added to the right-hand side of Equation (1).
Note, there are no thermal shear strains.

The combination of Equations (1) and (2) is used to form the equations of motion of a
heated structure when its physical dimensions are of the same order. This analysis, however,
examines thin plates, i.e., plates whose thickness is much smaller than its length and width
(h - a and h .4 b). Therefore, the plate can be assumed to be in a state of plane stress where
a:_, -r,., and T,, are neglected. This assumption is valid if the upper and lower surfaces are
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assumed free of stress [Ref. 21 ano ., he compression strain perpendicular to the median plane
is small compared to the normal strains parallel to the median plane [Ref. 11]. The resulting
two dimensional stress-strain relations, written as functions of the strains, are

(IOv2 EI - [E.E +v E -(Ea + vyEyay) AT! (3.1)

(I- ' E~ / Ex) Y Y X EX )

(1 = - [EyEy+ vYEyE -(Eyay +v Eyc)AT] (3.2)

TXY = Gxy XY (3.3)

The stresses are related to the displacements of the plate through the strain-displacement
and constitutive relations. The derivation of the strain-displacement relations follows that of
Vol'mir [Ref. 11] and Timoshenko [Ref. 10]. The normal and shear strain-displacement
relations are developed for specific applied conditions and then all the relations are combined
at the end of this section. The displacements in the x, y, and z directions are defined by the
functions u(x, y, t), v(x, y, t), and w(x, y, 1) respectively. Note that the displacement functions
are dependent on time and the location on the panel.

Figure I shows an element (A, B, C, D) of the
midplane of the plate before and after deflections are
applied in the x-y plane. Table 1 lists the coordinates of
points A, A,, B, B1, D, and D, where the subscript I
denotes the comers of the deformed element.

Table 1. Coordinates of three comers of undeflected and
deflected in-plane element.

A (0,0) AI(u,v)
Figure 1 Midplane element au av
undeflected and deflected in the B (dx, 0) B, (u + dx + -dx, v + dx)
x and y directions. ax Tx

D(O, dy) DO(u+ +--audy, v+dy + -Vdy)
)y ay

The normal strain in the x direction is found by examining side A-7. The infinitesimal
length before the applied deflection is dx. The length afterwards is

'uL)2 avd x21 1/ 2
A =B 1ir~dl+dx +I

It [ax) ax J

A dX kl + aUd2+ (,V dx2 ] 1/2

n e ax)de ax)]
A binomial series expansion of the expanded square root term yields
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au + (au 2+ (av\1"]' 2 a= ,(av+ 2
1 +-2= + + . .ax ax) ax) ax 2 ax)

If the cubic and higher order terms are neglected, then the relative strain in the x direction is

/ AB-AB au 1 avy2

X ax =ax)

Similarly, the expression for the relative strain in the y direction is

, av i(au 2

ay 2 ( -•y)

If u and v are assumed small compared to w, then their derivatives are also small and the
squares of the derivatives are smaller yet. Thus, the squared terms are neglected also. The
remaining expressions define the relative normal strain in the x and y directions

/ au avEX= - Ey= - (4)
ax ay

Shear strain is a measure of the deformation of a cub;ic element into an oblique parallele-
piped. It is defined as the angle through which a side of the element is rotated when shearing
forces are applied. The shear in the midplane element in Figure 1 is the sum of the two

angles: 0, the angle between TTB and the x axis, and 4, the angle between =,, and the y
axis. The angles are written in terms of the deflections as

~av aul

o = tan-, ax 41 = tan- ay
1 au av

- ax. ay+

Multiplying the numerator and denominator of 0 by (I - and 4) by (i- and
aýx ad b (I-ay an

neglecting the squared partial terms yields

0 and ý rewritten using trigonometric series expansions are

av _ 1av 3  au 1 U) 3
L _-1 -i *'( 4= (LI +

ax 3\IX) ay 3 ay)
Only the first term from each expansion is retained because the other terms are much smaller
in comparison. Thus, the relative shearing strain due to u and v is

YXY/ _ au + av (5)
ay ax

Forces applied in the z direction cause the plate to bend, therefore, bending strain
expressions must be included. Figure 2 shows a schematic of a midplane element before and
after point C is deflected in the z direction. In this case the plate does not move within the x-y
plane. The curvature of the element in a general direction must be defined in order to derive
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the bending strain expression. The
slope at B2 relative to A along the x axis
is defined using the above trigonometric

4 series expansion,
2 D -X = aw 1 w (a)E3,7/... -Dym ax 3--ax)

B the slope at D2 relative to A along the y

"axis is

Figure 2 Midplane element in equilibrium and in my _ I -3( 3 (b)
bending. ~' ay 3(ay)
and the slope at C, relative to A along an arbitrary axis n is

ax +M a y
mn = mxa--- Y O

aN an ~an
or

mn = mXcosT1 + mysin1i (c)

where rl is the angle between the x and n axes.

The local curvature is defined negative if the point of evaluation, A, is deflected convex
downward as shown in the above figure. (A cup in this oriertaticn will hold water.) The
general curvature, K,, of the middle surface is defined

a(m ) (d)
an

where by the chain rule

a a a.
a n ax ,gy+ a S 1f

The minus sign was introduced in Equation (d) because the second derivative of w with respect
to n is negative for a plate with positive curvature. Substituting the derivative expression and
(c) into (d) produces .oa, +: amo.am 7:am

Kn = -cos 2 1 + -sin 2 1T + -Y+ - sin-i cosi1
ax ay ax ay )

And finally, substituting in the slope expressions, (a) and (b), gives an expression for the
curvature along n

K,, = 2w 1+2c 2] -- asin2
aX2 2 ax) ay2  2, ay)

a2W [ 1(a aW) 2 + (aýWV s21 i

axay 4- ax) 4 , ay sin

The x, y, and xy curvatures are extracted from this equation. The squared terms within the
brackets are neglected because they are two orders of magnitude smaller than the other terms.
The curvatares are thus defined as

6



K. = - aw KY a_ w KY- a2w (e,fg)
ax 2 ay 2 3xay

The strain in the plate due to bending is proportional to the curvature and the distance
from the median plane as

E = CzK1  (h)

where C is 1.0 when i is x or y and C is -2.0 when i is xy. Substituting Equations (e), (f), and
(g) into (h) yields the kinematic relation between the out-of-plane deformation and strain

=-=-z• " =-2 a (6)
ax 2  ay 2  axay

The midplane of the plate stretches when there are large out-of-plane deflections.' In

this case, the new length of A-7 in Figure 2 is

anB 2 + Wd 11/2

After factoring out dx and replacing the square root with the first two terms of its binomial

series expansion, A7 is

AB2 = dx 1 + - ( Y
The relative normal strain in the midplane in the x direction due to large w is thus

e I(aw)2  (7.1)

The expression for the relative normal strain in the y direction due to large w is derived in the
same manner to be

= j(0w-) (7.2)

The shear strain due to large z deflection is defined by examining the length of each side
of the deflected plate. According to Vol'mir

B2D2 = (dx)2 + (dy)2 + dy - -- dx)
Applying the cosine law introduces the included angle

(ff22)2 = (AB2)2+ (;i )2 -2A1B-2 i T os (2- i

and replacing the cosine term with the first term of its series expansion yields

Deflections are limited such that the curvature is less than 0.12 radians per longest panel

length. Expressions (e), (f), and (g) must include the neglected terms if the curvature is greater
than this value.
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Substituting in the appropriate length expressions and neglecting the squared derivatives on the
left-hand side results in an expression for the relative shear strain in the midplane due to large
out-of-plane displacement,

y -Y/// aw aw (7.3)
ax ay

If the plate is not flat before any load is applied, then the initial shape of the plate needs
to be included in the strain-displacement relations. z. is a function of x and y that describes
the initial shape of the midplane of the plate, and w is the deflection in the z direction
measured from z.. It is assumed that the maximum value of z. is less than or equal to the plate
thickness. The total deflection from the x-y plane is written

WT = Zp+ W

The strains in the midplane are derived as before. The initial length of side T'W is

AB = dx I +ax 2

Using a binomial series expansion again yieldsri, ( aq211
AB z dx 1+I ax)

and the length after the plate deflection is

AB3 =dx[I+( 2] =dx[+ +l p)+ CZ- a :paw+ i(w)2]AB3= x +2 ax 2 JFax) +ax ax -2 ax )

The relative strain in the x direction due to a deflection w above a non-flat plate is
azP aw + I (aw) 2

;vAB 3 - AB ax ax -2 ý ax)
AB' 1+ =2-ax 2

+l 2(az,)2

Multiplying the numerator and denominator by I - I ax ) and neglecting the fourth order

partial derivative terms yields a new strain term in addition to (7.1)

SI.=azp aw (8.1)

X- ax ax
The relative strain in the y direction under these conditions is

eiv= azp aw (8.2)
ay ay

The shear strain relation is again based on the change in the angle between dx and dy.
In this case, the initial and final angles are

8



Saz azP
ei-P

2 ~x c8y

2 ax ay

The shear strain term due to a deflection w in the z direction above a non-flat plate is

yXV v - aw + 8% aw (8.3)
ax ay ay ax

The strain-displacement relations for a non-flat plate that is being stretched in the x and
y directions and bent in the z direction are the sum of the previous strain expressions

_ 3u a2w I(aCw)2 aZPa(W
Ex = - z 2 + a (9.1)

ax 2 -ax ax ax
av a2w I ( aw)2 aaw (9.2)Ey=-- Z_+- (.2

ay ay2  2 •y ay ay

av au aw aw a2w ZP aw + ZP aw (93)
= - ax ay ax ay axay ax ay ay ax

9
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SECTION III

Orthotropic Equation Development

The equations of motion of an orthotropic panel are derived using Lagrange's equation,

d _L ) a + Q.j=O0(0
dt 8a4 aq,(,

where q, are the generalized coordinates. The Lagrangian, L, is the difference between the
total kinetic energy, T, and the total elastic energy, U. The total linear elastic strain energy in
a body is defined as

2 fff ýu = ifff[ x + °yey +o °ze + xyYxy~ + yzYyz + tzYz xjdy ddZ (I I)

and the total linear kinetic energy is
, f fm ý(,,u)'+l + (,,2 w)'] dx dy
2T J [kat) at) 1 at) J

However, since the in-plane displacements, u and v, are assumed small in comparison to w,
the kinetic energy will be written as

T= 2 J _(awy dxdy (12)
2 J atj

The plane-stress assumption, i.e., the stresses through the thickness are assumed small
compared to the in-plane stresses, was introduced in the last section. Incorporating this
assumption into the elastic energy expression yields

U = I x Ex + GyEy+ T xyyxydxdydz (13)

Applied in-plane loads (no shearing load) are included through the stress-stuain relations,
(3.1) and (3.2), as

ax2 [e+E*vxey-(a+E*vzyay)ATI+iNa (14.1)
"(1-E v) h

a (1- , +E -+ V ZYy a)X I h+ (14.2)(1-E vy)

The applied loads are positive if the plate is in tension.

Equations (3.3) and (14) are substituted into (13) to produceEx fff[ .22 G-x y2
EU 2 e•+E'ey+2E'vyc ey+(1-Ev 2  G 2x•

2(1-E' v y) x

-(Exax+E'vxyex c,+E*eyy. a E xyeya,)AT(xy)

11



2 + Na E)dxdydz (15)

Note that the temperature differential with respect to the panel is a function of x and y.

The strain-displacement relations, Equations (9), are rewritten as

a2w a2w a2wE. =.- Zax2  % = E0 ay2  ¥.y = YXYo - 2z•ax (16)

where e.0, E° and y. are the stretching strain terms. Substituting (16) into (15) gives

E _fff{ 2 ,2 2 Gzy22(-EV) EO+E*yo2E*vyXoeyo ( -Evxy)

"y a
E,,+E"v~y 6+E E'ey +E"v~yE, )aAT(x,y)

ax ax

(-E*x a + a
+ Eh (N:EXO+N;Eyo)

+Z [(a,2 Wg (a W)2  a2 W a 2 W
4ax2) ay ay _- 2

2 )G~ ( X \2+4(1-E*vx).E 
1 axay

a2W + E*r: a 2w + E*v a 2W 2 w
- %0 ax 2 yoay 2 + xy j 2 x 2ay

Gxy~a2 w +1 ( aw
axay ax2

+Evy ay a 2 w +E.*-.c! +E* avwy a AT(x,y)

+ XXy t 2 ax ay 2  ayA2

(X-2Exhv y)(N: +NaXa2W)] }dxdy dz

The result after integrating with respect to z from --- to h is2 2
U= Exh f:2 xgeo+EVyoy+ 2 (1g 2 G~xy 2-

2 2(1 , 2r vxY) Ex YXYO- Vxy)2((~v~ X E £ E~xy)yo

- Exo+E*vxyExO+ E Eyo+ E*v, a AT(xy)
ax a1 x

12



(1-E v 4,)E, h (N EX0 +NY y) Idx dy

Dafý(w2)22 a2W aw+2 f( ) +E (a!W) +2E. ~wa2Jax 2) ay 2) Vaxy ) ay2

+~ ~ ~ 4(_.) G_. ( a2w )II
+4(1-Ev)Y E,( ax ay dxdy (17)

where

E•h 3

12(1- E*vy)2

The first double integral is the total stretching strain energy, Us, and the second is the total
bending strain energy, UB. They are restated here with the stretching strain terms ieplaced
with their respective strain-displacement relations

Eh f{u 1( (Jw2 + aP aW12 I[av 1(aw 2_ aza aW2US = 2(- iy
2(l-E V2 )JJ~ax 2 ax) ax axo 2a ay ay]

2a CIr aw 1 (wL a wl
+2E *vX -U+ aza av 1 aw 2 aa-x -2 ) axax Jay 2 ay ay ay

. 2 axE [ av + au aw aw +_ aw aa + azP aw]2

(-Eaxy E. Lax ay ax ay ax ay ay ax j

- (I +E -v.,7 )E du 1 aw2_ aw x TŽy2 (•ax) ax ax AT(xy)

- y i /av l1 aw 2+ azp a A
-"�E~ax+ vx)[ay 2 ay) ay ja AyT(x,y)

+ (1-E*vY) [au+ 1 2 azP aw] Na"
E, hrwl ýa zx a

(1-E~v 2 )raV+ 1 2()w\2 az al 1+ h ay 2 cay + ay ay N y dx dy (18)

and
( 2 +E (a2w22  a2w a2w

U 2J I! ax)2 ay2 2E aX2 ay 2

2 ) Gxy ) 2 2]

4(1-E*v 2 )-E a-xwcly dxdy (19)

Note at this point that the applied conservative loads do not contribute to the bending
strain energy. However, they would if the panel thickness was asymmetric about the median

13



plane.

A Rayleigh-Ritz approach is used to represent the three displacements, u, v, and w, with
the product of temporal and spacial (modal) functions

u = a11(tcc,(x)iWP(y)

v = bkl(t) ak(x) P3,(Y) (20)

w = c.I(0(O(x)*.(y)

where the modal functions are dependent upon the plate boundary conditions only and the
indices are summed over the number of modes included in the analysis. The temporal
functions are the generalized coordinates.

Equations (10), (12), (18), (19), and (20) are sufficient to define the dimensional
equations of motion of a plate that is subject to the specified conservative loads and some
unspecified nonconservative load, Qy. However, the nondimensional equations of motion are
desired. The following nondimensional parameters are substituted into the above equations.

a0 = ha- bk = hbkl Cm = hc.n x =ax y = b5 z= hE

u-=hu v=hV w=hw" t=-r ma 4 )1/2 Q..= Q. z(

'x h 'P"

Lagrange's equation becomes

daI U a (22)
Sa- _ -

the total kinetic energy is rewritten as

T = -(o d5 (23)T-2 a a ,art

the total bending strain energy is now

Uh + b*h) 2 ff[ a ')2*(a )(. vE (a)2 ' -a2i

a 2 ay 2
+ 4D.xYjJ (a )(ýjIadi d (24)

Gy 2
where D =Y (I- E* V Y). The total nondimensional stretching strain energy is

Us~ 6D ffja+ I h (ýwI)2 +ha i3pc9 a iv2 + E] (a)2 ý a+ I h ( aý)2 +h (3FzP a•]2
a~~~~ Laý 2 b! ay- ba -y

a[(_ + I h (aE .2+[ha + h ai 2 ha 2US=2EŽf '%: b -a xj2 a ab ax 2b (ay)

14



+Dra aai _3U h a iv'a, v h Za i- h 8 a ;1 2
ýxYa b ay b ax ay- b aia7Y b aY7

- l+E 'vx y , a ) [ h + 2I aL ) 2 a+ F A T(,,y)

alý a 82 + ~ a Ia aT (c-E'?.Y +,bLh--5 2 b!,aj) b a•ay ,,' j i•
(-E* __+ 1(a) +__a,

b__h_2 ba- TY a -jya7

+ +aYI.~U I )ýw F
E, hax- 2 ax- ai ax2 2

(1Evy) a-[aa;; a- a pawP a a d (25)
E, h b[h a 2 b!Y+ b 7y 7 dy

The nondimensional displacement functions are

u = ajj(-r) (x-) Pj(y-)

S= bkl(rO) tk(XP) A3Y(-) (26)

i, = C".(t)4,.(x-) *(Y)

The kinetic energy written in terms of the nondimensional displacement functions isD,_ Db (hff
T 2 a 4ad Oi djd (27)

The bending strain energy written in terms of the displacement functions is

U- b •hII 2 CC a_ a4. 1  (+ "a4 a2*p a2 *=
k jfak a2ýi a'-•j + E )"'Ok2 a a. ax i2 2 ~b) a7 a

(a 2a24,0k a2 'P (a) 2 0k a2 (o, a 2~
(b)Xai2b) ai 2  aj 2

+ 4Dx _id (28)
kb) ax a7 aT ay j

And finally, the stretching strain energy equation becomes
b f f { aLk ap, + h - a4.k a( aai1

Us= 6Dx af{•aij ak ax 1l[j + CklCn. aii ax-ai-naJ

a kik aal ai a a("i"". ai ai4 a ck c- i a4i a4, ao ax1+ -2G C•" Jj a•P atP) a,,, -&x, *"*
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a ) 1 kj .cmCi k x.-- +-kabik ai ajai

1E (hbiaktij=-- - -C
nu o ajyI. k bo4 ijOk a y~~ ay ay~

+ - Cl -M opZ7j OO4 00 (3 h2ar * a*7 a~f

4 b yaa ajý
+2h Z~ ai a* , a' jp

b ajy amy ajý aj
aF-. iji aakI3 ih.. -~ - a~w~q

+2E - bk ay , ý ckcna ijkm.a

"l(h)- - - aF aMan ~
+jCkl C..ni P~ '*Lmni

1 I h- - aot. a*, a*.apa~Cl a 0~ a x + ck cm. a j
2E~ ~ h- b-k i az ay~ ~ -- P 2bi (kOmai ay= _

1 h 2- - aý a~k ýO a Pi

2a -"ac axcm a y ay
h2 

-- a , c~ aik a*
2~~kli - a*~ ax a

* --aaka l C.aCp 2 - 'O - 0LJX[OkOZabaPP alc~ka 1 ai ay a

*a- Z7 aa ~k~ a a~ h- - - azpý'k a, lpýP
+2b af3- 2-cc~k ji L b..-a. c3.

2 ab ax1  ax

b 2 b Cki nu n Cii ' ai a x- ay a5a

h2 _ _aF aF 4k

+ -kl ii 16 -



h2-caib..a2 , a-, + 2 a h- - ah -aa, a6

2 hgZP 4karL Pj + 2 a /7 aZP 40k 613'
b a ai ay b ba X ay

hE a FP al a a a h - - aFP a 4) a p
b a , -a x- ax b b a,

+2- ClCRCjh2 _ _ _ F a* a~ aj

b aiaX-ý ay a

(h ) 2  aZ, aZ a 4l a*.

a i 5 ax, a
h --2Z -z 2 -a c F 4k a4+2VbC kiC ii a i ay

,2F _ o•aaýi

(~1-E~ I )a- aa, 1- -aa,,,jc-

~E4hY -hab - 1xj _ 1•,c a. ax 1 ax JN

(h C 2 * a ,j

+ V.y bia, a-•j•c ckIItl a67aa

a- a • d (

b ay a~ 'ax

v fa e a .- o y f o 1k ati h a

ihi po h a i2 arv 2f"krces. 6t i a u t  a

+ 1EVy) a a- + -Ck C 10~jk40i
ECh b h ay~ 265 6b

E. h hN2 a X axd (29

nonconservative forces act in the z direction only. Thiuq, the in-plane nonconservative forces
are neglected.

The equation of motion in each direction is determined by substituting each generalized

17



coordinate into the nondimensional form of Lagrange's equation, (22),
aus

x: a , 0 (30.1)

aus
y: - 0 (30.2)

L~kl

(: d t , a-u. , -alls + 0 =.,, 0 (30.3)

x Eguation
The x equation is formed by substituting the stretching strain energy expression into

Equation (30.1). Note the kinetic and bending strain energy expressions do not have any terms
containing -,. The derivative of Us with respect to -,+ is

ff 2I a atL X- h-- ax- a x.aa h ax- aik a0
aI h- a-lai + - ck(cm" a*,.s c3.+2-

+ al a! 2 b m a- aat ay.
+ _hkI ZPa k aai (*1sa a

b ka# axI ay- a
aa - () 1aC 0- aak __ +h t+2D -a a a- + -b a - cc -a' a 1 '-'yx~~klk i - a- bkI --j i 1 FIMn(k i

h- a- a*, ap+ h- ai-, a4ok a • i
+ - C P'O (X -j=+ -- a Ck'bCkL--i k iai---- bkli ay a

1 , )a-a a(I -E Ev 2 )' a aa.
1+E*vy aax A T (X-, ý) La' Oj + (Ed) 0

x ax hx ax- E. Eh h lx a~~
Simplifying for a specific ij and regrouping yields

2 ýf aak ddiCRP pdy + D ( a I' k aidif. ŽiŽLdy1 ak![fa , ax b )faJay ay
a f •a._a•. rak r ad ]a. d

+2a -EX xkaXdiI -- j.d y + DOI, f-a I -adi f ady Ibk

_h ýfaka4. aa.i -14n jd
a ax" aia ax

18



+ E*vXY (a J *k(O- 2difP -- .dj
b ai ay a5 -'

+2DIY IJ (O.' cc idif I -41* I.dy CI C.xYb) ai ay Ma

-2~ ~ (a~ h fa z t 01i11O xa 84'kj a*, a

(a Iý~ t!ý- -(ka 4F a dx-dyc k
b .. J ET ~ k~ ai 5ý J xy ax 1 I9j B

+a. I+E~vxv-") aJ A T Y)-, -)Pji ddy

(1 xVy) a f cC.i difPj ý(Nxa) (31)
Exh hJ a

which is the nondimensional equation of motion in the x direction.

v Equation
The y equation is also formed by substituting only the stretching strain energy expression

into Equation (30.2). The result is

I'!'ý 'j I_ h_ - - ~ a*,, ~

ff bay 7 2 b 'ý 85ýa
+h aE ka4'a
b ay 'ay ay

b[ a k- a y- 2 ~k$ a ax.

+h-FI FZP k aj aPj
a a akac a- aayI3

+D Yblax ai 01Pi b kaki ak iX ay P

h - ak 8aa- 84r

b~k aC- - ax

h- aF aa. a*, h- ai a aa 1
+ k P O k --P 1P

b ax ai ay=P J+~ 1 b 8a al Jj

(a I-- E + _____ a a a 813.id
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Simplifying for a specific ij and regrouping yields

b24 ., .a".diD,,• • 'd a-• x P-- iGY aki2[ E(o)f fopk a, f didy+ oo k , f c•P d]Eb ai f a'af aX aj

+2~ h (E) (a)fU jf L1Md+ .f o,,o,,od,, jjd•~ kb a. a aj f

a , a ia ad ay

+ -- -~YfOk4 idif m1n Md
ai ai Jay

+2vxf"-(Om.• ._r Y, _k C_

_h rff, a-, 4, ai,,a~ ]
bhC�-�a E bv a Tk a+y a. ay,

+aE(y+ y a" a aj Dxykaia

ax ab hj~~ ak+ az "+vY gbhJJx)'ay~

(1-E V ,y) aa _ df a P d5 (NY) (32)

E'xh b J J a(

which is the nondimensional equation of motion in the y direction.

z Equation
The z equation is defined by substituting the kinetic, bending, and stretching energy

expressions into (30.3). It is written here in terms of a specific i.

1 f t *

+ dif *(o)j dyf + EaIfI.dxif
6 3 aX2 a, 2  b a)2 aJYJ2

xY:.brL:a=, _ ay2YJa a jdf2 ,'d

(a )2-i dI -1-jdy

+4xYb)aa ji a*, ayjd(aD -f a! a!" a 2 ay
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+12f ~2aka DX(O) '

+ (1)2 +Dj)2 (Ea )2 dZ( i a* + .ka4k )o I dij "k
ai b aia ax- -l

__~~~~~~~~: a4ky* E+D~.I~b~--i
j2 J~p aij I did FkYY

+2(E~v +2Dx)( )2ý C40M(i a. a..
xy ~b ax= ajy a

+ _ý2~ 'i 5ý3E(a) 2 ktOia*, a~r. a~
(b) ai h3 a ai a5 i p

+ 2(E~vx +2Dxy) -k4.a(O r *
ai ia

+(E~vx7 +2Dxy)+-ký-40..j.a4~yr didjT CkLm,ax- ax 'ail I

a4) a-o aw1 a~if~*.* P a*

Aadx, ax- aj- aaax
+(E'v +2 )ýOji (a*2 ( S-Jdi

by xiy a im~ ay,

b~w ax-ai' ay ay
(a 2 a~t4o, a,,,dif~ -* -

+(E~vxy +2 Dxy)jJ a4m~ axj d kIF C,,,,c0b ai adiW ay ay
a([f aak altm a y(a\2raak a- d

+2 -4[ a 'dixfp*.* + E' Ojdf0
h ax-ax ax b V XP) -v 'P a y a y'

"xDY ()affcký. LuxJf -a-*4jdj
(a\ 2' X- ~a- a-.

"aDy (a )f tkaO df~ 4r. D~a kj il)c

b \aZk(a aa a.. am a 1

+ Dxy ak -'i a -=* j IIda) kaia- ax- ay ay j
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(afak a,4.i r
+21 Jý *-difr

b haib ai ay aLE~ a k a i * d
lfI al ,a 1  a

al al2 C -if aika~

ax ax f*XlcAI

ff Lzf(E* (iIApt 4y) +did
JJ a ay 'i ajT

.2)- (\2rba a ý - f al ai . -

++f, T.i) zL"*jdjld~

+~ Ahl[ T- dxi, ydy 1P4i *j i

(1-E . ) 2.a a2N

0y (33)a

+ fa'oa'ýdi*,*d~jZk+ f~zpL4'*jid22(



SECTION IV

Isotropic Panels

The nondimensional equations of motion for a panel made of an isotropic material rather
than an orthotropic material assumed previously are stated here with little derivation. The
stress-strain relations for a thin isotropic panel under an applied temperature differential and
in-plane loads are

ax-= 2Ee+ve -(I+v)aAT] IN~a (34.1)

(a-v 2 ) h vE-(1+v)aAT] + 1Ny (34.2)

",XY = Gyxy (34.3)

Substituting Equations (34) into the total linear strain energy expression, (13), yields

U- E fff[ 2( 2+ 2 + 2+ v 2 y + (1-V)2 y (1+v)acAT(x'y)(,+e Y)
( I-V ) a a 1rE \]

S(1Eh2 ) (N: Ex Nyy)]dxdydz (35)

and substituting the strain-displacement relations, (16), into (35) gives

SE fff 12+ 2+ 2 ve F + (1-V 2v)

2(-V 2 ) E JJJ EY+0  Xoyo 2 yxy(O

2((V 2 ) ) 4a,

z2 F(a2 w) 2+(a 2 w) 2  va 2w a 2w +2(1-va 2 W )21

L(, X.12 13 a2 ) ýX a2 y2 ftcl

-2z[e_ 0 a2w .,a2w + V+( a2w a2w
2z o ax 2  ay2  ax2

+ a2w + (l+V) AT(xy)Ia2w a2w2
(-V)Y axay 2 ax 2  ay 2 )

(1-v 2 ) (Naw a+ a a2w dxdy dz2Eh x ax + y2N Y dd

Integrating with respect to z from --h to h and separating the result into the bending
2 2

and stretching equations using (9) produces
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= ffE(~ 2(.k)+ 2v .k+ 2 (1-v)( ~ 2 dx dy (36)UBý2 CX2 ay 2  ax2 ay2  a9xay

and

_Eh (j'IJýLU+ law2 _+ aZP awl 2 _ faV +I(awy_+ azP awj2
2(1-v 2 ) JJax 2 ax) axa Tj ay 2 ay) ay ay

au , (_ az2 + w& [aW I. (awg_+ azP aw]
l ax 2~x axaTx Jx [ay 2 ay ) ay ayj

+(l-v)rav +au + aw aw az aw _ az awl2

2 ax a yaxaCy ax ay a Iax

- aulV + av +I(ag l(aýW 2 + az aw _az, awl AT(x~y)
~avl u y2ax ) ay T_ iIaay aaa
(l-V2)a _U I (aW 2 azP aw](ax

Eh ýax 2I( ax) ax axjI

Equations (12), (36), and (3 7) are nondimensionalized using the paramieters defined in (2 1) but
replacing D., with D. The nondimensional kinetic energy is

DTb!h )ff (aw\)
DT = - Ididj (38)

the bending strain energy is

D -I 11- I +v Db/ h\2ff r( Wa2 +' (a 4 a2ýV" 2  (a_2___aj-
2a - a)J2Ja bi aj2) b) aj2 a 2

(a \2( aI 2i\2
+2(1-v)~J aiy ±1 dxid5 (39)

and the stretching strain energy is

b (ffl aii +Ih (aWV) 2 +h ajzajV 2 + (a )2ýaV + Ih (aV2 haFaiv]

a- ai 2a X a aai ai I l'' y
+..+ + --- __ U
2 a! 2aI5' bai) aaiba5xlay= 2b~a7 bay a

raaU aaaV I (a~'\2 1 (a \ 2( a%2

a~l~vI +I +- II
ai -x b h a 2 ax-) 2 b)1.ay
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EhL l a ivi + P ýJAT(N xy)

~(1-V2)a [aI (awV)2 aF, WINl dij 40

Eh býha 2b a-)bjayj

IsgotRoic x Eguation
The nondimensional x equation simplified for a specific y is

+2 ýf"ar (!'-df ,.jdj+ (-)('afak a ~ 1Sid k
-a i ax' 2 ab dii'p

+21!V ak aa.d aplpd1 (1-v)f!kd PA-i dijbEkL
-ý f al~ am a 2

bL ax ax aa

a ai ai ax 2Ib)k a a

+ (a )2~ rF v 40 (I i (*,P.+ (I-V) (34k ai* p. di-di kI~b y ai ajý 2 ai ~a- i
+ aIl+v)aCAT(xyi a'.didý (1-V2 ) at f !' -i jd Na) (41)

Isotro~ic v Eguation
The nondimensional y equation simplified for a specific y is

2arI'faak~I aid P -Pj (1-v) Paa, -di aP~ , k
b-vI-.(d3 1  Cl#y + f ax- I .y a

b[Jax ay 2 f aak-~ Ja jk
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hrý(a\2'fk4-jx __b ay ay a57

+Vf ak it.ai *. a aPi d

+(1- a I - a2 d I *-3dyc

b ai mai jý 1  a x- j

+ raipa2  a*, ap + (1-V) alk laiX di--aý Rb) 'kijai ya 2 ax al *I3, f XdY Cks

a aff al P+ C~l~)--AT''~~a Jdidj

-Eh bhJL a7 42

Isotropic z Eguation
The nondimensional z equation written in terms of a specific ij is

I {k.dif*'Pijdi+}

-f ,2k',(di *Ijd + (aI If~ok~odxifa '12jdj
6 aj ax a2  f kb JJ aP' a 2

(a\2 2 a2~.a~
L'-kýj If~ *1 j~ d5+ flk'jdi]' 22!- 'dIY

+2(1-v4)f.= dif a*, a4dý

II'(a \2 ( a(Ok a(0, * j+(1-v) (a 2 a*,~ aw1j+ 12J JR p a 3 J 2 -b)Cl ki j )

b aý)L b~k ay a~y 2 a-a

~(1+v )(a2 a a z F_

___~~ aakFa
2 I{ ai= aa ax axx-~ ai ax- aj y
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(a' (a )',ok~a*, a"a* k4 ý *

b2y ay aw a. ai al a

'a I axaý ax dx

+ f 'k 1, k a di~ a*,* * -

al ax-dc~i ax

+(a~4 )2 f an,, a *~ ~~ j..
)JOk it" ±toi Jdy a *7 dj j

b i ai a' y ay

hl ýf al ax- ax f b a x- -ýa

2 bai a1 j lrjf

+2 b J['kd a x- n 4 dj V•yA ayr 1-C

hlLai al aay * dy

dx a dxJ ay M i~ "

+a\2dZ/(V a k ti L , J (1- +V) aakoipi a 1

2 -ax-r 2J- 7xd~ ay

aa f[(a27



+. ' (a) ( i a-31a-I + (1v ac~ax~ ) didy ka y-b y 2 aia )I

cc(1+V)(.)ffA&T(x~y)[ *k~j Y dyck,
h a- a - b y .I -

JJLfA T xy)IIib) SL"*+(a) ' a57o ýj Xiyf

E h ~h)L ax ax- a jj iai"'i1f

(IVI (-fl4 ad I--ý)2 4di*'*dyi + JJ P.ý*j didy-l (N;a)
Eh b) htUk ay ajyj ay 'a

I a'6D b h) Qzui 0(3
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SECTION V

Nonconservative Forces

are the nonconservative applied transverse loads. In this analysis, the loading is due
to a static pressure differential between the plate's upper and lower surfaces, the aerodynamic
flow over the upper surface of the plate, and structural damping. From linear theory, Q,,, can
be written as

Qzj = ff{AP, ,(PP) + , aw dxdy (44),, acii

where A Ps is the static pressure differential, (P -P.) is the supersonic aerodynamic pressure
differential, and P D, is a structural damping load. The static pressure differential is positive
when the upper surface of the plate is in tension.

The supersonic aerodynamic pressure differential is written as
2 2

p p= 0 U.' faw [M 2 2 1 i1aw P-.^UrazP (5
0 aX M2 -_1 U_ at+ ax

where the term within the braces comes from first-order piston theory and the last term is a
static pressure due to the plate's initial out-of-plane shape. Equation (45) is derived in Section
VI.

The mathematical model used to represent the structural damping is that of viscous
damping

Pa", = v CD (46)
at

Substituting the nondimensional parameters into (44), (45), and (46), and combining the
results yields

Q.U h _ _ +i (M 2 -)a_j__ a112 PYU. h aF
Q~j=habff{APs + P aUoh (iM2 m~I

D)U. 1/ 3I ý

+ C VDI h 4 - --- axa
V\mpa) (3 j a cq

and substituting in the nondimensional dynamic pressure and mass ratio expressions
p.U~a 3 p a

D, pp h
produces

Qz - -j DX bp(h+2ff IIia 3 a, + M 2 -2 1I/2w Cj

J h3 a ka) JMD29 -1 a? a
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+cVD~x p ýU Ž1.z di-dy

The final step is to replace w- with its nondimensional. modal expansion, (26). The
nonconservative forces on the plate written in terms of a specific ij are

a af

I XD, b (h) 2 {[ - f ,ýk.dif 1lI dy 'p I

+ C VD a2( D. ) 11 (h )2 f~k(Odifw I~I!dý1 C (47)
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SECTION VI

Unsteady Aerodynamics

Unsteady supersonic aerodynamic forces are the dynamic driving force in a panel flutter
analysis. Many different theories could be used to describe these forces but in this analysis
piston theory aerodynamics will be used. The nonlinear form is derived from the conservation
equations. Several assumptions are made pertaining to the flow: (1) the isentropic relations and
the perfect gas equation of state apply, (2) gravity effects are negligible, (3) the flow is
irrotational, and (4) the fluid may be treated as a continuum. This derivation uses information
gathered from Shapiro [Ref. 8 and 9].

The conservation of momentum equation (including the irrotational assumption) is

1 vv = _vP (48)

at 2 p

Since the flow is irrotational, its velocity can be represented by a potential function as

V=V4' (49)

Substituting the velocity potential into the conservation of momentum produces

aV4V + IV(VO)2 I -lVP (50)

3t 2 p

After taking the dot product of (50) with a unit vector along a streamline, integrate from an
upstream reference point where the flow is steady to some point over the panel

fd (111) +fd[ I(V(D)2 + f-1dP = 0Sat 2

which yields

at + (51)

where U, is the uniform and steady flow velocity at the reference point.

Since the flow is isentropic, the isentropic pressure/density relation

P = P. (PP) (52

can be substituted into the integral term of Equation (51)

dP = _ ' 17 P
Sd -P -IfdP -- [-Y )P P. -)I]

Substituting this and the speed of sound definition
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2 P.

P.

into Equation (51) yields
2

S+ (V + -1 U (53)at 2 Y-lI P

Also note that the isentropic pressure/speed of sound relation

could be introduced at this time
2

+z 1 (V) C [( 2 1- (55)

The flow ahead of a piston in a tube is assumed to be one-dimensional. Piston theory
aerodynamics assumes that a vibrating structure in a supersonic flow is analogous to an infinite
number of oscillating infinitesimal pistons placed side by side forming the shape of the
structure. It further assumes that the flow changes due to one piston do not effect the flow
over an adjacent piston. Thus, the perturbations to the flow over a pcvint on a panel will be
defined using one-dimensional theory. Equation (55) written in one spacial dimension is

2ND +_ _ +0 C_ __2 ]=-(6
at 2( az [( ) -1= (56)

where it was defined earlier that z is the vertical direction. Solving Equation (56) for the speed
of sound in the disturbed flow gives

C)_* 1((Y2 az 1) 21 (57)

Since the flow over the panel is one-dimensional,

*(x,y,t) a-0 (58)
az

where w is the vertical displacement of the point on the panel being evaluated.

The one-dimensional conservation of mass equation written in terms of the velocity
potential is

ap + az ap +pa20 =o (59)
at az az az 2

Differentials of the one-dimensional form of Equation (51) will be used to eliminate density
from the conservation of mass equation. Differentiating Equation (51) with respect to z
produces
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a20 ao a2o 1 dP
S+ -- +- 0azat az az2  p dz

and solving for the pressure derivative yields

dP dPap _ p -[ a20 aoa a2 ]
dz dp az azat az aZ2 (

The isentropic pressure/density equation, (52), can be rewritten in differential form as

dP P -I (61)
dp P:

which is then substituted into (60) to get

+o__ +a a +(62)
az y P. azat az az2(

Differentiating the one-dimensional form of Equation (51) with respect to t leaves
a20 a a204 1 dP

+- + -- 0

at 2  az azat p dt

and solving this expression for the pressure derivative

dP dP ap _ -[8a24 as a] (63)

dt dp at [at 2  az azatj
Equation (63) can be rewritten using (61)

ap _- _ 2(p-'[ 2  a_ 2 (64)
at e�-) p ) at2  az azat

Substituting (62) and (64) into the conservation of mass equation, (59), yields

[p)P_ _ ___,)21a 220 a a240_ a2sD
(YP -- (0 as -- 20" = 0 (65)

Paz: az az azat at2

Using the isentropic relations, (52) and (54), Equation (65) is rewritten as

c as'2] a2 s 2 a a 2 s a2 s -0 (66)
L ,az) az2  az azat at2

Equation (66) is a nonlinear, homogeneous partial differential equation of second order which
describes the unsteady motion of the flow over an oscillating piston.

The theory of characteristics can be used to solve partial differential equations (PDE) that
are hyperbolic and have the form

A O5z + 2BOV + Cot = 0 (67)

where
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4 2 s a02  a20
az2  azat at2

and the coefficients A, B, and C are functions of z, t, OZ, and Ot . Equation (66) is in this
form and is hyperbolic since B'- AC = C2 > 0. The hyperbolic nature of the PDE dictates that
there are two real characteristics that satisfy Equation (66). A characteristic describes the
motion of a pressure wave through a fluid.

The flow over the panel, therefore, consists of simple waves since its PDE has the form
shown in (67). These simple waves are pressure waves emanating from the oscillating piston.
Their amplitude may be small or large.

The equation describing the motion of each wave must satisfy the governing PDE. There
are two families of waves that satisfy the PDE. There are upward- and downward-traveling
pressure waves (traveling with respect to a fluid particle). The nomenclature assumes the
piston is oscillating in a vertical, constant cross-sectional area duct oriented such that the
upward direction is positive. Either one of these pressure wave families may exist in a flow,
but not both at one time.

A flow that contains simple waves is defined such that Oz and Ot are unique functions
of each other [Ref. 9]. Thus, the derivatives in Equation (67) can be rewritten as

=aOz dOz O~t
'zzaz dOt dz

a0z aOt
at az

a0t d at 'oz dOt adtO•tt =- = .
at dOz at dOz az

and substituting these into (67) gives
dO +(dctJ 2

A +2B= +0

Solving for results in
dOz

dOt -B ± VB2 -AC

dOz C

and after substituting in the values of the coefficients from Equation (66)dO' aO
d = - zz±c = -(,±c) (68)

az a
where the minus sign corresponds to upward-traveling waves and the plus sign to downward-
traveling waves. Now, differentiating Equation (57) with respect to * yields
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ac y-Id-w + *I L 1 + 1(69)
a 2c [w= 2c d4~ (9

and substituting (68) into (69) produces
-C C _ (70)

8*' 2

Integrating (70) from the upstream reference point to some point over the panel gives

C - C = L- l ---- )
2c(-)

Dividing through by c. and noting that w = 0 because the flow is uniform in the x direction
at the reference point yields

c = 1 - Y-I (71)
C 2 c-

Recall the isentropic relation given in Equation (54). Replacing the speed of sound ratio with
the pressure ratio provides

S 1 (+ )(72)
2 c.,

Equation (72) is written for upward-traveling waves only since both upward- and downward-
traveling waves cannot exist at the same time. Equation (72) is the equation upon which piston
theory is based [Ref. 1 and 7]. It relates the pressure on the face of a piston to its motion
regardless of the magnitude of that motion.

Equation (72) can be expanded using a binomial series expansion to get different piston

theory orders. First order piston theory is generally written as

P-Pa = pcw,* (73)

The second order binomial expansion gives

~P- P = P.- /- -+ --- "• (74)
LC. 4 c

And third order piston theory is

= 2 g'F-4.1 ( 2J(75)

The expression defining the velocity of the piston surface, (58), needs to be discussed
further. As stated in the Symbols section, z. (x, y) defines the initial shape of the plate and w
is the vertical displacement measured relative to this initial shape. Since the plate is being
divided into infinitesimal pistons, this function also describes the initial orientation of the
piston surface. The vertical velocity of the piston in a uniform horizontal stream is then
described by
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D(w ÷ z ) aw + aw az
g' - + +U -- (76)

Dt at ax "ax
Substituting the vertical displacement expression into the first order piston theory expression
yields

u2 ( _azP
P. w aw p (77)P~~M -.- • •a a t + 4

First order piston theory is used in this analysis since higher order aerodynamics do not affect
the panel response unless the deflections are on the order of the plate length [Ref. 5] which is
outside the limits of the structural assumptions imposed here.

Equation (77) can be employed when the Mach number is sufficiently high, M> 2, and
the length-to-width ratio is low, a lb < 0 [Ref. 3]. Equation (77) can be modified to include
Mach numbers down to 42.

p _ p=.U-2(M2-2 1 aw aw Zp a

M2•_-1 U at ax ax) (78)

This form was derived from a first order expansion in reduced frequency of the exact two-
dimensional, unsteady, linearized, potential flow equation. Equation (78) can be used to define
the unsteady aerodynamic loads imposed on a structure due to a flow whose Mach number is
greater than 42.
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SECTION VII

Conclusions

The nondimensional equations of motion were derived for a thin panel using nonlinear
strain-displacement and linear stress-strain expressions. The panel was assumed to have a
constant thickness and a flat or slightly curved surface. Both orthotropic and isotropic
materials were examined. Solving these equations would produce the in- and out-of-plane
motion of the panel subject to external loads. The out-of-plane displacements were limited
such that the local curvature anywhere on the panel would not be greater than 0.12 radians per
panel length. Also, the magnitude of the out-of-plane displacements was assumed to be much
larger than the magnitude of the in-plane displacements.

The boundary conditions on the panel were not defined other than a fluid flow only over
the upper surface. Thus, these equations are applicable to rectangular panels whose edges are
any combination of the following boundary conditions; clamped, simply supported, and/or free.
The boundary conditions are introduced through the nondimensional modal functions, Equation
(26).

This derivation assumed that the panel was subject to static and dynamic external loads.
Several different loading conditions were examined. The static loads consisted of in-plane
forces, a temperature differential, and a pressure differential. An unsteady supersonic flow
over the upper surface of the panel was modelled using first order piston theory. Structural
damping was incorporated using a viscous damping model which only affected the out-of-plane
motion. The equations were written such that other aerodynamic and damping models could
be readily substituted for the current ones.

The equations describing the motion of an orthotropic panel subject to the above in-plane
loads and some arbitrary out-of-plane loads were defined in Equations (31), (32), and (33).
Their derivation and the assumptions made during the derivation were discussed.

Equations (41), (42), and (43) described the isotropic panel motion in the x, y, and z
directions, respectively, and Equation (47) defined some possible nonconservative transverse
forces acting on the panel in the z direction.

A large amplitude simple pressure wave expression, Equation (72), was derived from the
conservation equatons using the method of characteristics. This expression described the
pressure on the surface of a piston oscillating in a one dimensional duct. This was the basis
from which first order piston theory aerodynamics, Equation (73), was derived.

This analysis did not consider panels with large initial curvature (shells) or with an
underlying cavity. Nor did this derivation discuss the ply arrangement for a laminated material
with orthotropic properties. These parameters and other aerodynamic theories will be included
in future research.
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